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Baghdadi Muraba1 

 
 

English Translation: 
 
Man: Muraba people liked to wear the saya2. 

Woman behind camera: What is the muraba? 

Man: The muraba is …aa… is a poem that is sung with a clap. 

Woman behind camera: uhmm 

Man: Okay?  

Woman behind camera: Yes 

Man: It is a chorus song, a constant chorus song and…aaa… and it has stanza or short 
parts which always meet the same rhyme, the same last letter, the last letter.  

Woman behind camera: The last letter. 

Man: yes. So people must sing with the makam3, excuse me, with the muraba,  

Woman behind camera: uhmm 

Man: The muraba …aaa… has to be sung together, unlike the makam. The makam has a 
makam scale, or it has a makam band  

Woman behind camera: Yes. 

Man: That would perform it. The muraba must be sung together. The muraba is more 
popular, it’s sung at coffee shops in general, and in weddings and celebrations.  

Woman behind camera: True. 

Man: It’s not sung during sad occasions.        

 

                                                 
1 Muraba: a specific type of folklore music in Iraq. It has a male singer and several singers to repeat after 
him. It was very popular in the 40’s and 50’s.   
2 Saya: a special garment for men in Iraq. It was popular until modern clothes took over the traditional ones 
in Iraq.  
3 Makam: a special type of Iraqi music. It includes one singer with a strong voice as it requires the 
performance of different vocal layers.  
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